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PERIODIC MAPS ON PRODUCT 3-MANIFOLDS
WHICH ARE ISOTOPIC -TO THE IDENTITY

KYUNG WHAN KWUNl) AND FRANK A. RAYMONDl)

1. Introduction

Let F be a closed surface not homeomorphic to the 2-sphere or the projec
tive plane. Let h be a periodic homeomorphism of FX SI onto itself of a prime
period p such that h is isotopic to the identity. Two such hI and h2 are
called e:Juiva1ent if there are a homeomorphism g: FXS1 - FXSl and an
integer i, O<i<p, such that hi=g-lhtE. Our result is the following:

THEOREM. With F, h and p as above, (1) if F is tWt a Klein bottle, or F
is a Klein bottle and p is odd, then h has tW fixed point and (2) if h has tW
fixed point, h is equivalent to 1F Xj3, where j3 generates the standf!-id free Zp
action of St.

Simple examples show that Part (1) is false for F=a Klein bottle and
p=2.

2. The proof of Part (1)

Suppose h has a :fixed point xoEX=FXS1• Let q : R3_X be the universBl
covering plap and yoEq-l(xO). Let h: (R3,YO)_(R3, Yo) be the periodic homeo
morphism of period p such that qh=hq. First, hfi : 7rl (X, xo) -7rl (X, xo)
is an inner automorphism such that (hfi)P=identity. Since there is no nont
rivial inner automorphism of %1 (X, xo) of a finite order if F is .not a Klein
bottle and no nontrivial inner automorphism of an odd order ifF is a Klein
bottle, it follows that h~=identity. Then it further folloWS that h fixes
q-l(XO) pointwise. Therefore if CcX is the component of the fixed pomt
set of h containing xo, then q-l (C) =C is pointwise fixed under Ii,. ,Since
C is both open and closed in the fixed point set 0 of Ii. a,nd U is agclic,
C=O. Then C and X are both K(7rl(X), 1) ,spaces, C=X and h=identity.
This contradiction proves Part (1).
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3. The proof of Part(2) for F*a Klein bottle

Since the condusion for F=S1 XS1 fpUow::; fWJ;n a r~su1t [\]of Hempel,
assume F=I=81 X81. ' , '. , r' " ,

Now use q for the orbit map FX st"-'-Jy.or the 'free" Z f> action generated
by h. Consider the exact sequence

q$ a'·
I~ 11:1 (X, .To) ~ 11:1 (Y, Yo) ~ Z" -- 0,

where .ToEX and Yo=q(.To). Choose gEa-1(h), where h is regarded as a gen
erator of Zp, the group of covering transformations. Identify 11:1 (X, .To) with
its image under qj,f. Then the conjugation of 11:1 (X, xo) by' 'gis an inner
autQmorphism of 11:1 (X, .To). Hence·g can be chosen to-comn:iute with every
element of 11:1(X,XO). In this case gP lies in the'Center of 1tl(X,:cO). a:cyclic
group ,11:1 {SI) generated by, say t, where 11:1 (X, .To) is identified as before
with "11:1 (F) X11:i(81).

Suppase gP=tk•. Since 11:1 (Y) has no nontrivial element of a finite order,
p", k. 'rhere t:xist integers .T and .1 such that Px.+ ky= 1. Then

",,\, ' \ ' "t-!px.tkY=tfJ3:~gPY" (i:e~gY)P.

By rep1a~iq.lf.,~,by hY" we may assume (Fg)P=t. Further :replacing g.by
tiCg, we have gP=t. Then 11:1(Y,YO)::::::11:1(F)XZ and q!ll can be considered
~ 1Z1mXr, 'Yhere ret) =gP, g generating Z. Since Y is irreducible, it
follows from the' fiOOring theorem [2J ofStallings, Yz FX 8 1 andconsideiing
the covering transformations of q, Part (2) follows in this case.

4. The proof of Part(2) for F=a Klein bottle and p=2

Let q: (FXSl,.To)~(Y,Yo) be the orbit map of Z2 action generated by h.
Again we identify 11:1 eX, .To) with q~ (11:1 (X~ .To». Explicitly write 11:1 (X, .To)
=-11:1 (F) X 11:1 (81),11:1 (F) = Ia, b : bab-1' a-II. Consider the exact sequenCe .

. q:l!' _. a .
1 -->- it'1(X, .To) -- 11:1(~Yo) ~ Z2-o..

Choose gEa-1(h) so that g commutes with every elem~nt of it'1 (X, xo)~ g2 is
in the center' of it'1(X, .Tg)and g2=lJ2kt r , where t gene~ates it'1 (81) ~ r is odd
as 1tl(Y, Yli)has no element of a finite orde~. If r=2m+ 1, replace g by
grm 'and assume g2=lJ2kt. Then 1tl(Y.YO)=1tl(F)"XG, where G is the cyclic
group generated by g. Consider 1t~(X,.To) as the direct stimof 'Itl(F) with
the cydicgroup generated by lJ2kt. By Stallings again Y::::::FX81 and q:l!'

represents the product (IF xI'h, I' the double coveting of 8 1 over SI. This
time of course the 'Itl (SI) portion of 'Itl (X, .To) is generated by b2it . .The auto
morphism of 'Itl eX, .To) sending' a to a, b to b and t to b2kt can· be seen
to be induced by a homeomorphism -of -X- onto·"itself:·
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5. The proof of Part(2) for F=4 Klein bottle and p odd

Again. consider q: (X,xo)-(Y,Yo)- and the exact sequence

l- 1rl(X, xo) -1rl(Y, .11}) - Zp - o.
Use the same notations' as' in Section 3. Then gP=1J21ti r•

Case 1. (p, r) =1. There exist integers x and .1 such that px+ry=1.
Then t=tpz·trY=tpz(gPb-21t)y and (gYtz)P=1J21tYt. Replace- h by hY and assume
(gtz)P=b21tYt =1J2"'t. Finally replace g by gF and assume gP=1J2"'t. Consider
1rl(X,XO) as the direct sum o(1rl(F) and the cyclic group generated by b2"'t
and 1rl(Y,YO) as the direet'swn of 1ri(:F) and the-cyclie'group generated by
g. Again we see that q is equivalent to I F X{J, (J the p-fold covering of SI.
Part(2) for the case now follows.

Case 2. r=mp for some integer m. Replace g by gt-m and get gP=b2".
A trick similar to one in Section 3 allows us to assume k=l. Consider

1rl (Y, Yo) as the direct sum of 12:1 (SI) with

G=la,b,g: ag=ga, bg=gb, b-1ab=a-1, gP=b2I.

G is isomorphic to

G= Ix, y:y-lxy=x-11

under the isomorphism 1J sendi~ a to x, g to .12 and b to yp. 1j-l sends x
to a, .1 to bg-m, p=2m+l. Then the subgroup of G generated by a and b
corresponds to the subgroup of G generated by x and yp.

Then again Y::::FXS1 and q is equivalent to rXls1 : FXS1_FXS1, where
r : F-4F is the p-fold covering whose group of covering transfQrmations is
generated by h described. below.

Consider the Klein bottle as the quotient space of SIXR, SI= {zeCllzl =1},
under the identification (.z, t) = (f, t+ 1). The equivalence class of (.z, t)

is denoted by [.z, t] • h([z, t]) = [.z, t+ ; J.
The conclusion. There remains to show that hXjJ is equivalent to rXls1.

Consider FXS1 as the quotient of SIXRXR under the identification (z,t,s)
= (f, t+ 1, s), where (z, t, s) = (.z, t, s+1). The class of (.z, t, s) is denoted by
[.z, t, s]. Under this notation, we wish to show hIt h2 are equivalent, where

hI[z, t, s]= [.z, t, s+ ;] and h£.z, t, s]= [.z, t- p pI, s].

Consider g: FXS1_FXSl given by g[.z,t,s]=[z,Pt+(P-l)s,t+s]. It is
easy to check that g is a well-defined homeomorphism and g-lhlg=~. This
completes the proof.
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